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COSMIC TUNE - SONOTEST
Indicator of Subtle Energy Levels
Cosmic Tune Sonotest is an Indicator of levels of Subtle Energies.
The tube of the Sonotest is hit with a little drumstick, this creates a cosmic sound tune.
It is close to a A sharp or La sharp of 1905 Hz or 1905 beats per second.
This cosmic sound frequency is in harmony with our solar system viewed from the earth.
By moving the Sonotest in front of the
whole body, it sounds out and
diagnoses the energy levels. When
the Sonotest sounds and you move it
around the limits of the energy fields,
the sound level changes due to
resonance. You can hear the
differences in resonance and in the
energy level of the sound.
The Sonotest is a harmonic music
instrument.
Photo right : Sonotest - Cosmic Tune
You displace the sonotest before
telluric and cosmic energetic lines and
detect or hear the differences of sounds on the
limits. You can move the cosmic tune before your
whole body and detect weaknesses where low
energy levels occurs and you can detect spots
with high energy levels.
Photo right : Sound level variation, low level
where there is less energy from the comsic
sound tune resonance with the instrument.
When you hit the Sonotest, the cosmic tune rings
at a continuous sound frequency. This sound
frequency has the particularity to put in resonance every part of your body in an inevitable
way.
Photo right : Sonotest with the little
drumstick, hold each in every hand, to use,
you hit the steel tube with the drumstick
and listen to the cosmic tune shining
around the instrument that penetrates your
whole body.
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The harmonic cosmic tune creates an intelligent and detectable sound response around it
that you can hear, feel, share and analyse.
The sonotest can be
used to scan your
body in front of from
top to feet, it scans
the energy levels of
the chakras or
energy spots you find
connected to your
body.
You can use the
sonotest to scan
once body before
and after a healing practice and diagnose the improvements on energy level.
The sonotest itself can be used too as a care instrument to energetize the body or spots
on your body while ringing. In the time you hear and scan your body it increases the
energy levels where you stay longer with the cosmic tune.
The end of the tube is particularly energetic, in the length of the extension of the end point
of the tube there is much energy shining that can be used for diagnosis or for cares and
therapy.
Drawing : Sound radiation of the steel bar of the sonotest instrument.

There are many possibilities with the use of
this instrument, cosmic tune.
You can discover new ones while working
with every day.
For more information or purchase :
Yannick Van Doorne, Ph. D.
yannickvd11@yahoo.fr
www.musicforyourplants.com
www.magnetoandelectroculture.com
Phone (0033) 6 88 08 68 94
Price : 111 $ US Dollars.
Payment with bank card Visa or Mastercard or Paypal to yannickvd11@yahoo.fr
or Bank Transfer to Yannick Van Doorne, IBAN or International bank account Number :
FR76 1760 7000 0170 1984 2858 579 ; Bic/ SWIFT Code : CCBPFRPPSTR

